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Contamination of wafers by particles in plasma processing reactors is a continuing problem
affecting yields of microelectronic devices. In this letter, we report on a computational study of
particle contamination of wafers in a high plasma density inductively coupled plasma~ICP! reactor.
When operating with an unbiased substrate, particles readily contaminate the wafer due to high ion
fluxes which produce large ion-drag forces. Biasing the substrate with a radio frequency~rf! voltage
counteracts the ion-drag forces by increasing the opposing electrostatic forces in the sheath, thereby
shielding the wafer from incoming particles. We have found three regimes of particle contamination
for different ICP powers and rf biases. At high rf biases and low ICP powers, particles trap at the
edge of the sheath. At low rf bias and high ICP power, ion drag forces dominate, particles do not
trap, and wafer contamination is problematic. At intermediate powers and biases, particles quasitrap,
leading to moderate particle contamination. ©1996 American Institute of Physics.
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Particle contamination of wafers in plasma process
reactors is a continuing problem in the semiconductor fa
cation industry with respect to lowering yields of microele
tronic devices.1 Particles of 10 s nm to a few microns in siz
generally charge negatively to several hundreds to thous
of elementary charges, and as a result are subject to both
drag and electrostatic forces.2 Electrostatic forces generall
accelerate particles away from surfaces and toward the m
mum in the plasma potential. This force is strongest in a
near the sheaths where electric fields are large~100–1000 s
V/cm!. Momentum transfer from ions, or viscous ion dra
accelerates particles in the direction of the net ion flux, u
ally toward the surfaces of the reactor. Particles often ac
mulate at sites where the net force on the particles is zero
reactive ion etching~RIE! discharges, these dust trappin
sites are typically at the boundary between the plasma
the sheath above or around the wafer, where the ion drag
electrostatic forces balance.3,4 Other forces can also affec
where particles trap, in particular fluid-drag forces and th
mophoretic forces.5

High plasma density tools (@e#*1011–1012 cm23),
such as inductively coupled plasma~ICP! reactors, are being
developed for rapid etching of semiconductors. In ICP too
ions are generated by electron impact ionization produced
electron heating from the inductive electric field. Ions a
then accelerated into the wafer by a separate radio frequ
~rf! bias applied to the substrate.6–11The ion flux, and hence
ion drag forces, in high plasma density tools are sufficien
large that particles are typically not trapped at the she
edge above the substrate if the substrate is unbiased, an
particles are driven to surfaces.5 While electrostatic forces
deep within the sheath may be large due to the increa
electric field near the walls, ion-drag forces dominate o
large distances within the bulk plasma. Particles generate
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the central portion of the plasma have sufficient velociti
due to ion drag to overcome the electrostatic forces ne
surfaces, resulting in deposition of particles onto the waf
This situation has both benefits and detriments with regard
wafer contamination. An advantage is that small, yet gro
ing particles, are driven out of the plasma prior to reaching
size which results in a killer defect of the device. The draw
back is that particles which are large enough to be kill
defects, as generated by heterogeneous processes, will
be driven to surfaces. In this letter, we discuss results fro
computer modeling study of ICP etching tools in which w
investigate strategies for reducing the contamination of w
fers by large particles. We find that there are regimes in t
rf bias-ICP power parameter space in which the wafer can
shielded from particle contamination. This occurs at high
biases and low ICP powers where the forces mimic those
RIE reactors.

The model we have used in this study consist of tw
modules: the hybrid plasma equipment model~HPEM!,12

and the dust transport simulation~DTS!.13 The HPEM gen-
erates charged particle densities, ion fluxes, and elec
fields. A companion hydrodynamics simulation produces t
velocity field of the feedstock gases and temperature gra
ents. These data are passed to the DTS in which the part
trajectories are computed. The HPEM used in this study
functionally the same as described in Ref. 12. The DTS is
extension of a previously described two-dimensional du
particle transport model.13 The DTS tracks the trajectories o
computational pseudoparticles, each representing a p
defined number of actual dust particles. The forces includ
in the DTS are electrostatic, ion drag, thermophoretic, flu
drag by neutrals, and gravitational forces.13,14 The gravita-
tional force is usually several orders of magnitude smal
than the other forces and only becomes significant for p
ticles larger than 10 smm in radius. The ion-dust momentum
transfer cross section required for computing ion drag forc
was obtained from the semianalytic formula by Kilgor
6/68(26)/3716/3/$10.00 © 1996 American Institute of Physics
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et al.15,16Dust particles are initially randomly distributed in
predefined region of the reactor. Statistics are collected
the time particles spend in a particular numerical volume
cell ~r,z! and on the area density of particles collected
surfaces. The latter statistic is an area fluence while
former is a volume fluence. Particles spend longer period
time traversing volumes near or at trapping sites, and he
the volume fluence has larger values in these regions. S
through which particles slowly traverse but are not tru
trapped are denotedquasitraps.

A schematic of a typical ICP reactor as used in this stu
is shown in Fig. 1~a!. Plasma densities range from 1011 to
1012 cm23, for pressures of a few mTorr–10 s mTorr an
power depositions of 100 s W–1 kW. The current densit

FIG. 1. ~a! ICP configuration used in this study. A planar 4 turn coil ge
erates the plasma. The wafer is surrounded by an alumina focus ring.
substrate is biased by a rf voltage. Time integrated fluences for 0.5mm
radius particles~b! without and ~c! with a rf bias (Vrf5170 V, Vdc

5232 V). The conditions are 15 mTorr of Ar with a power deposition
120 W and gas flow of 120 sccm.
Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 68, No. 26, 24 June 1996
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to the substrate are higher than in conventional RIE d
charges (1024–1023 A/cm2 for an ICP reactor compared to
1025–1026 A/cm2 for a RIE reactor!. In this particular con-
figuration the planar coils which generate the inductive a
muthal electric field are located above the quartz windo
The gas input nozzles point inward. The pump port su
rounds the lower electrode. This produces a gas flow wh
sweeps radially outward across the wafer. We used Ar g
for the cases discussed here. For typical operating conditi
of Ar at 120 sccm, 15 mTorr, and 120 W of ICP power, th
peak plasma density is 231011 cm23. For these conditions,
most particles introduced into the plasma do not trap but a
driven to the surfaces due to the dominating ion-drag forc
The dust particle’s penetration of the sheath largely resu
from inertia gained from acceleration by ion drag forces
the bulk plasma. In the absence of rf biasing of the substra
the electrostatic forces in the sheath are not sufficient to o
set the particle’s kinetic energy produced by ion drag force
Therefore, particles are not trapped. These conditions s
gest that by applying a sufficiently large rf bias to the lowe
electrode, one can decelerate the particles sufficiently
shield the wafer from the incoming dust particles.

The time-integrated volume fluence of trajectories fo
0.5mm particles, with and without an applied rf bias on th
lower electrode (Vrf5170 V amplitude,Vdc5232 V), are
shown in Fig. 1~120 sccm, 120 W, 15 mTorr!. The maxi-
mum magnitudes for the electrostatic, ion drag, fluid dra
thermophoretic, and gravitational forces for 0.5mm particles
for the conditions in Fig. 1~b! are 1.031027, 3.3
31027, 3.131028, 1.031029, and 1.231029 dynes, re-
spectively, though these values occur at different locations
the reactor. Particles which start in the central portion of t
reactor are accelerated toward the sheaths due to the la
ion drag forces. In the case of an unbiased electrode@Fig.
1~b!#, there is insufficient electrostatic shielding above th
wafer for particles to become trapped near the plasma-she
boundary. The particles penetrate the sheath and contami
the wafer. Particles do, however, trap in the outer regions
the reactor where the ion flux is lower. In the case with
biased electrode@Fig. 1~c!#, the larger electrostatic force
above the wafer slows the particles which had been acce
ated by ion drag thereby enabling the particles to beco
quasitrapped above the electrode. Particles reside in this t
ping plane as they are radially accelerated out toward
pump port by the fluid drag force and some small compone
of the ion-drag force. The end result is significantly less pa
ticle contamination of the wafer.

These results suggest that different combinations of IC
power ~which sets the ion drag force! and rf bias~which
determines the electrostatic force! produce different regimes
of tool operation with respect to particle contaminatio
These regimes are schematically shown in Fig. 2 where
have qualitatively assessed the propensity for particle co
tamination for different ICP powers and rf biases. The ‘‘trap
ping’’ regime is obtained with large rf biases and small IC
powers. These conditions mimic the forces normally asso
ated with RIE configurations where the rf bias shields th
wafer from negatively charged particles. The flux of particle
to the wafer is therefore small. For moderate rf biases a
ICP powers, or the ‘‘quasitrapping’’ regime, the particle
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reside for long periods of time above the electrode. Here,
axial components of ion drag and electrostatic forces nea
balance, with some radial acceleration due to the larger
drag. A small amount of particle contamination will occu
for particles which arrive at the sheath edge with large ine
tia. Finally, the ‘‘contamination’’ regime occurs at high ICP
powers and small rf biases, conditions normally associa
with high plasma density tools. The confining electrosta
forces are weak, and the axial electrostatic force is insu
cient to balance the large inertial ion-drag component.

The relative particle fluence collected on the wafer as
function of radius is shown in Fig. 3 for an Ar plasma at 12
W for various applied rf biases. Increasing the rf bias fro
zero bias~contamination regime! to 170 V ~quasitrapping
regime! measurably reduces the particle fluence. When
bias is increased to 340 V, close to the trapping regime,
wafer is moderately shielded by the electrostatic forces, a
the particle fluence is significantly reduced. The electrosta

FIG. 2. Regimes for particle contamination based on ICP power and app
rf bias. All other conditions the same as in Fig. 1. In the ‘‘trapping’’ region
the wafer is electrostatically shielded from particles. In the ‘‘quasitrapping
region, where particles travel along the plasma-sheath boundary and e
tually trap near the outer walls. In the contamination regime particles
driven to surfaces by ion drag forces.

FIG. 3. Relative particle fluence for various applied rf biases for an IC
power of 120 W. For applied biases,400 V, the particles heavily deposit
on the wafer. Wafer shielding becomes complete for biases>425 V. Par-
ticle deposition on the alumina clamp ring is relatively unaffected by appli
bias. Values are not shown forr,2 cm due to poor statistics.
3718 Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 68, No. 26, 24 June 1996
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force is essentially uniform across the wafer while the io
drag force peaks near the middle of the wafer due to t
torroidal power deposition in ICP reactors. The particle co
lection is therefore greatest at central radii. For a bias of 4
V ~trapping regime!, the electrostatic forces balance or ex
ceed the ion-drag forces and no particles are deposited on
wafer. Note that the fluence of particles deposited on t
focus ring at radii larger than the wafer is nearly constan
regardless of biasing. The capacitance of the focus ring
small compared to the wafer which results in a large fractio
of the bias voltage being dropped across the ring. This p
duces less electrostatic shielding of particles above the fo
ring than above the wafer.

In conclusion, three regimes for particle contaminatio
of wafers have been described for an ICP plasma etching t
as a function of ICP power and rf bias. In the absence of
applied rf bias, ion-drag forces dominate and particles a
accelerated to the wafer. For moderate rf bias voltages,
particles reside above the wafer for long periods of tim
~10–100 s of ms! in a quasitrapping mode, thereby reducin
particle contamination. At high rf bias, the trapping is com
plete and the particle fluence to the wafer is low. For give
ICP power, particles can be shielded from the wafer by a
plying a sufficient rf bias to counteract the ion-drag force.
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